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Pokemon alpha sapphire legendary guide

From Bulbapedia, community-driven Pokemon encyclopedia. This is a guide covering all the legends that can only be located by Soaring in the Sky. These legends from Johto, Sinnoh, and Unova can either be found by their own specific mirage islands, or that sit in the sky. Much like with Ho-Oh, Lugia, and Heatran, you'll face them in
their own dimensions, most of them from a dimension ring you'll get on foot. Only recommend the Poké Ball you can stock on in preparation for this is Ultra Balls and Time Balls (once enough turn has passed), though Net Ball can still be used for the two-type legends Water you will encounter at this request. Also like three Pokémon in
Declaration (and Regigigas), they will also be in Level 50. Poring a Pokémon that knows false Swipe is recommended, and takes into account the quality differences for the Pokémon that will be using that move. Remember if you don't catch any of these, defeat Elite Four again in order to repair until you successfully catch them. Also as
most of these locations are time-based, any temperature and clock 3DS/2DS will prevent these specific locations from appearing in a 24-hour frame. Johto Legendary Pokémon Where Trackless Jungle Trackless Jungle Exterior Condition: There must be either Ho-Oh, or Lugia in your part. The trackless forest serves as the location for
only the Johto Legendaries that can be found in this method, the legendary beasts. The Trackless Forest is located in the area of Petalburg Woods and Rustboro City. 6:32 AM XC xx:00 - xx: 19 xx: 20 - xx: 39 xx: 40 - xx: 59 Does not examine the ring portion of during different minutes frame in an hour it can help determine which of the
legendary animals will appear when you do so. Remember to come and go quickly if you can so you can change teams like this is only the trio that you can face back-to if possible as the legendary beast that appears to change in a 20-minute interval. When dealing with Raikou uses grass or ground quality, but avoid using super-efficient
ground-type movement if you can. As he can't paralysize, put him in sleep before trying to catch him. As his offenseive moves are all physical, bringing a Pokémon with a high defense statue is useful. If your u paralyz is a problem, use another Electric-type, or a Pokémon disk in limber. For Interi, using Water, Rock, Dragon or another fire-
type is good for a defensive strategy. As long as you avoid super-efficient damage on it, or using Pokémon with a disintaction of sorts, you will be fine. Use complete recovery or Restore if you have to deal with burns or Swagger's confusing effects resulting. For Suicune, despite being a water-type, he only used ice-type movement for his
offending ability, so Grass-Type on the side of Ludicolo isn't to be used here. Bring ice pack, or cure all and all restores in case you have to deal with Freeze. Be careful in using special attacks as it can send the damage in double the strength and clothing of Miror. Sinnoh Legendary Pokémon where Creste Isle Requirement: This is the
only mirage place with no special conditions to make it appear. Instead it is one of the daily mirage spots, which can either be chosen randomly, as your mirage place for this day or if you can use the StreetPass feature, it will allow you to randomly find whether from one of the players around the world. If you have to use StreetPass,
remember if you save first before using it and don't get Crescent Isle, make a soft recipe and try again as unlike your daily mirage slot, these ones are not pre-determined. Isle Crescent is located in the south of Evergrande city. Cresselia has the Levitate capability, which makes ground-type moves useless with the Ice-type moving Aurora
beam that is bad for Grass, Dragon, Ground and Fly-Type. Steel-type can make a defensive weapon good here due to the resistance to the offending-moving Cresselia has, though you can still use black-types to deal with future Sight. Nonless Cavern requirements: There must be three Pokemon and a max friendly factor on your team.
The Nameless Cavern is located northeast of sootopolis city. 6:32 AM UTC 4:00am - 7:59pm 8:00pm - 8:59pm 9:00pm - 3:59am Do not come at a specific time of the day, it will determine who of the caretaker the lak will appear. From the three, Uxie will be harder to find as you only have a 1 hour period to be able to meet it. Since these
three Pokémon have the same qualities, the same strategies should work for all three with very few differences. He recommends to include black-type or certain steel-type defenses such as Bronzong or Bastiodon as defensive weapons. Miss Azelf is the most offensive-based, and Uxie is the most defensively based, while Mesprit is the
balanced one that doesn't have the strengths or weaknesses to keep the difference in statistics in mind. The only potential problem to prepare for is Azelf's ability to use Nasty Plot to make it into stronger attacks, so just in case, bringing in a fast Pokémon that knows Haze or Clear Smog (as long as the HP Azelf is not too low) to undo its
statute changes. Dimensions Rift Location in Dimensions Rift unlike most of the legends where you have to blind on an island to find the potal dimensions, the Potal threesome creation are located in a Dimensional Rift in the sky that only appears if the Pokémon is required in your part. The Rift Dimension location is south of Dewford City.
VS. Palkiaor / VS. DialgaAS Requirements: There must be Uxie, Mesprit, and Azelf in your part. Since these Pokémon are versions - exclusive, with Palkia of Omega Ruby and Dialga in Alpha Saphire you can only find one of them depending on which version you are using. Avoid Bringing Rock or Steel - Kind of These Fights, Both
Pokémon Win to counter them (except Bronzong, as its dual-type and Levitate ability can help protect it). Also avoid fairy-type against Dialga, as they can cause normal damage, the Steel-type moves he can dish it (except Azumarill, due to his water-type features), though for Palkia, you can use it as a defensive weapon, but don't use
fairy-type movements against him as you can risk hitting it out. For Palkia just use Electric, Grass, or Ice-type (not use freeze-dry, as it will cause 4x damage) and for Dialga, Fire or Ghost-type. Don't forget to use status requirements. VS. Giratina requirements: There must be both Palkia and Dialga in your vagina. As both conditions are
not getting together in the same game, either trading someone with the Palkia/Dialga, or importing one that was taken from an earlier generation of Poké Transpoer is the only solution met Giratina. Don't use black-type here other than Honkkrow because of Sphere Aura. Put it down with moves that do not perform super-effective damage,
and after setting a status requirement, switch to a good feiry-type, such as Azumarill, as it can handle such attacks. Remember he speculate defenses about offending. The only thing to watch out is Shadow Force, as it is a two-turn attack that cannot defend against and movement like Protect. To locate the signature creation of the trio
holding items, the orbspace, are located underwater at Route 128, Route 129, and Route 130 as invisible items. As the Dowsing Machine doesn't work underwater, they won't be easy to find. Unova Legendary Pokémon Where Pathless Plain Requirement: There must be three-training fully trained Pokémon from Marx's effort values on
your team, such as Completely Complete Super Training. The pathless plain serves as the place for the swords of The Unova Justice. It is located in South Pacifidlog Town. Sunday UTC Wed, Fri, Sun Tue, Sat Mon, Thu The Method here is that every member of the Sword of Justice will only be displayed in a specific day, so it will take
three different days to be able to catch them, depending on how you handle this. From the three Kobalyon will appear in three specific days, while both Terakion and Virizion will only be displayed in two specific days. Be sure to leave out black-types in such battles as they are weak against Sacred Sword, and black-type movements will
increase their swords in the power of Justice's attacks. The tricky qualities can really help here due to their immunity in the sarcast of swords. To deal with cobalion, using Ghost, Psychic, or Fly-Type can help, though their movement will only do normal damage. To deal with Terrakion, it can be a complication due to having the highest
attack and being able to use dance swords. You may need to haze or clear Smog to make it less stressy. Other than Ghost or fight-type, Bronzong, or Skarmory, are good candio as defensive choices. To deal with Virizion, avoid using fly-types as they will cause 4x damage to it. Instead, other than use Bug-type, as Virizion will take
regular damage. Miss Virizion has the most special attacks, even if her only special movement is Giga Dren, and you should only paralyze her with Thunder Waves. Temperance Clouds much like with the Journey Creation, the strengths of nature can also be only located in the sky as portal dimensions are located with these cloud buffer.
The location of the cloud buffer is above Fortree City. VS. Tornadusor / VS. ThundurusAS requirements: There must be Castform in your vagina. As such Pokémon is exclusive versions you will only have to face one of them in games. To deal with Tornadus, a type of steel-type would be like Bastiodon would be useful to put it down before
you inflict a status requirement on it. As long as you avoid people like your Metagros should be fine. Most other types as long as you are careful should be useful. To deal with Thundurus, the same strategy should work here, or use another electric-type type as they cause regular damage, and you don't need to worry about paralysis.
Since the opposite is true, you will have to put it to sleep when inflicting a status condition. VS. Landorus Requirements: There must be Tornadus and Thundurus in your part. As pokémon demands are version-exclusive, finding Tornadus/Thundurus will require either trading or importing one hold of Generation V of Poké Trans am the only
solution here to get the other one. Only the Landorus Hazard has Slide Rock to counter the Bug or Fly-type. Bronzong with his abilities and qualities will be a big help here. You can also use a quality here to avoid super-efficient damage. If you want to paralysize it, use Stun Spore. Also if you have any of the forces of Nature on your team,
go to Mauville City and head to Narcissus Miror Shop in Northwest Corner 1F. Speak to the owners of the house to receive glass reveals. This allows you to shift the forces of Nature between the Incarnate and Therian Formes at any time. Fabled Cave Requirements: There must be a Level 100 Pokemon on your team. The Fabled Cable
will serve as the location for two members of the Tao Trio, Zerom and Reshiram. However as they are version-exclusive, you will only find one here depending on the version you are using. Cave at Fabled is located east of Highway 110. VS. Reshiramor / VS. ZeromAS from the two, Reshiram specializes more in special attacks. Using
anything other than Ground or Rock-type helps weaken the Reshiram so you can inflict a status condition on it, before you try to catch it. Azumarill is a good choice to use here with a water-type move, or the Feiry-type move playing Rough. For Zerom, its status is further towards the use of physical attacks. As the paralyralized condition
will not work here, you will have to put it to sleep instead. Use anything that causes normal damage except contending or poison-type before switching to the Pokémon you'll use to help make sure you keep it sleepy so you can catch it. Gnarled Den Requirement: There must be both Rehiram and the Zerom The final member of the Tao
Kyurem trio is located in the Gnarled Den. To gain entry, the other two Tao Member trio need to be at your partying. As the other both are also versions - exclusive Pokémon, yet trade or using Poké Carriers to solve the problem. The gnarled cave is located in the west side of Mt. Chimney. Remember Kyurem when compared to Reshiram
and Zecrom have weaker defenses, but he's more balanced in offensive stats. Use a Fire or Water-type Pokémon as it is good for both defensive strategies and to be able to do normal damage to help reduce the chances of accidentally striking it out. Azumarill would be a good choice here as long as you avoid using Play Rough to prevent
super-efficient damage. Also if you use the Dowsing machine here, you can find the PN Splicers. This will allow for Kyurem fuse and Reshiram or Zerom to become either White Kyurem or Black Kryrem. Omega Ruby and Alpha Saphirewalkrough Saphirewalkrough
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